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P.I.G.s

P.I.G. – Persons In Government who intend to breach the trust, and perjure their oaths
Copies of these documents can be found at My private group at Yahoo called Administering-Your-Public-Servants

For a complete set of Youtube videos with Private Information Shares, a DVD with over 50 searchable Law Dictionaries, and other books and forms contact me privately at engineerwin@yahoo.com

Donations to support this work are appreciated. I prefer gold or silver coin, but as an extremely less desirable alternative I can accept IOUs (Federal Reserve Notes, Paypal gifts, checks, money orders, etc) send me an email for particulars
Peace Officers keep the peace

Peace Officers have an oath of office

When a Peace Officer is doing his duty to keep the peace, he is operating in his official capacity

“Posse comitatus. Latin. The power or force of the county. The entire population of a county above the age of fifteen, which a sheriff may summon to his assistance in certain cases, as to aid him in keeping the peace, in pursuing and arresting felons, etc. Williams v. State, 253 Ark. 973, 490 S.W.2d 117, 121.” Black's Law Dictionary 6th Ed. 1990
“All oaths must be lawful, allowed by the common law, or some statute; if they are administered by persons in a private capacity, or not duly authorized, they are coram non judice, and void; and those administering them are guilty of a high contempt, for doing it without warrant of law, and punishable by fine and imprisonment. 3 Inst. 165; 4 Inst. 278; 2 Roll. Abr. 277.” Tomlin’s Law Dictionary 1835 Edition, Volume 2
Peace Officers – or PIGs

- When there is no breach of the peace, the peace officer is not acting in his official capacity, but is instead acting in his private capacity.
- "Ignorance of the law does not excuse misconduct in anyone, least of all in a sworn officer of the law." In re McCowan (1917), 177 C. 93, 170 P. 1100.
Don’t forget to subscribe to this Youtube channel
Don’t forget to follow me on vid.me
https://vid.me/SovereigntyInternational
Don’t forget to follow me on Steemit
@sovereigntyintl
Don’t forget to Like this video
On Youtube don’t forget to click the bell next to the subscribe button so that you are notified when there is a new upload
On vid.me don’t forget to upvote this video
On steemit don’t forget to vote and make your comments
What Should Your Crypto Coin Portfolio Look Like?

This post is for the newer individuals out that are getting into cryptocurrency. Below are my recommendations on what your crypto-coin portfolio should look like. Keep in mind that this is just my opinion and you research anything before buying it.
Mark Passio is a former Satanic priest who has some Youtube videos about Natural Law
- All of the atrocities in history were committed by Order Followers
Mark Passio – Natural Law

- Former Satanist Priest
- Pillars of Satanism – forms of mind control
  - Survival
    - highest law of satanism
  - Moral Relativism
    - No such thing as right and wrong
    - we just make up with is right or wrong
  - Social Darwinism
    - Certain classes of society think they are most fit to rule
    - postulates the survival of the most socially ruthless
    - Ultimate responsibility is self preservation
Pillars of Satanism – forms of mind control

- Eugenics
  - elite get to determine who lives or dies

Order followers

- Responsible for all of the atrocities in history
- Just follow orders without thinking about whether it is a lawful order or not
- Willing slaves

Moral relativism

- 2/3 of people believe in moral relativism
- truth is relative
Order Followers

- WWII War Crimes Tribunals
  - All of the NAZIs claimed that they were just following orders
  - They either suffered death by hanging, or spent the rest of their life in jail
  - Some of them are still hunted to this day
- Vietnam War - Mai Lai massacre
  - Convicted of murder
- The Amistadt
The satanists like to tell you that you are not under arrest but are being detained

“Any restraint, however slight, upon another’s liberty to come and go as one pleases, constitutes an “arrest.” Swetnam v. W.F. Woolworth Co., 318 P.2d 364, 366, 83 Ariz. 189,
“An illegal arrest is an assault and battery. The person so attempted to be restrained of his liberty has the same right to use force in defending himself as he would in repelling any other assault and battery.” State v. Robinson, 145 ME. 77, 72 ATL. 260.

“Each person has the right to resist an unlawful arrest. In such a case, the person attempting the arrest stands in the position of a wrongdoer and may be resisted by the use of force, as in self-defense.” State v. Mobley, 240 N.C. 476, 83 S.E. 2d 100.
“One may come to the aid of another being unlawfully arrested, just as he may where one is being assaulted, molested, raped or kidnapped. Thus it is not an offense to liberate one from the unlawful custody of an officer, even though he may have submitted to such custody, without resistance.” Adams v. State, 121 Ga. 16, 48 S.E. 910.
“Similarly, a person cannot be convicted of resisting a peace officer in the execution of his duty unless the officer was acting strictly within the limits of his powers and duty. If the officer makes an unlawful arrest, then there is a common law right to resist that arrest.” Police Manual of Arrest, Seizure and Interrogation, 8th Edition, by The Honorable Roger E. Salhany, page 96
Many police organizations deliberately screen out higher intelligence individuals during the testing process
- Jordan vs City of New London
  - Jordan had a Master’s Degree
  - Jordan scored too high on the test

There are lots of Youtube videos about police (PIGs) assaulting people for jaywalking, etc.

Obama administration is said to be requiring officials to sign a form stating that they will follow orders to fire on Americans
During WWII, in Germany, under the NAZIs, the police officers were known as “the brown shirts”

The NAZIs got the brown shirts to do their dirty work

When the NAZIs took full control, they eliminated the Brown shirts
“The wearing of clerical dress or of a religious habit on the part of lay folk, or of clerics or religious who have been forbidden to wear them by a final and valid injunction made by the competent ecclesiastical authority and officially communicated to the State authority, is liable to the same penalty on the part of the State as the misuse of military uniform. “ Article 10, Concordat of 1933 [emphasis added]
Anyone who wears a military uniform, is actually working for the Roman Cult

In the old west, what military uniform did the sheriff wear?
At common law there are no military uniforms

- A judge wears a business suit
- A Sheriff wears a star
Announcing a subscription based Youtube channel called Sovereignty International

The recommended cost of the subscription is currently US$1.99 because it avoids the advertising ONLY (if you like my work it can be a donation)

The ONLY power that the N.W.O. satanists have over us is through fraud and deception, and my agenda is to expose it for all our benefit – I cannot fight all of the battles

Currently publishing 1 video a week

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCokSQqXw1y2_2hAtJxUcoNw
Arlington Private Information Share
Land Deed Training
Estoppel Certificates Training
Foreclosure Estoppel Certificates Training
Corporate Denial Training
Toll Roads Notice and Demand Training
Invoice Training
Notice of Void Judgment training
Revocation of Signature training
Third Party Witness Training
Federal Habeas Corpus Training
Revocation of Voter Registration
Criminal Complaint Training
Lawsuit Training
Other Training (requests?)
Everything that is needed to free yourself is available for free on my free Youtube channel sovereignliving
All forms, files and other instructions are available for free on my 2 private groups at YahooGroups and GoogleGroups
We all have a duty to come to the aid of peace officers carrying out their duties;

“Posse comitatus. Latin. The power or force of the county. The entire population of a county above the age of fifteen, which a sheriff may summon to his assistance in certain cases, as to aid him in keeping the peace, in pursuing and arresting felons, etc. Williams v. State, 253 Ark. 973, 490 S.W.2d 117, 121.” Black's Law Dictionary 6th Ed. 1990
“A refusal on the part of an individual lawfully called upon to assist the officer in putting down a riot is indictable. 1 Carr. & Marsh. 314.” Bouvier’s Law Dictionary 1856 Edition
Many Peace Officers understand their duty and are organizing to educate each other about their duty

- Oath Keepers – openly say that they have no duty to obey unlawful commands and will NOT follow orders to seize guns, etc.
  - Youtube Videos & Facebook groups
- American Citizens and Lawman’s Association – Jack McLambe
- Sheriff Richard Mack
Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers Association

Home

“Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”

Contact Us

C.S.P.O.A.
480-840-9091
P.O. Box 567
Higley, AZ 85236

Freedom Coalition Conference Call

Sheriff Mack - Sheriffmack@hotmail.com
Sam Bushman - sam@cspoa.org
Kevin Blake - loblake@cspoa.org

Next Call June 21st 9 PM EST
Number: 712-432-0380
Code: 1084573
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"I have learned more on Constitutional law in one day here at this convention than I have in my 15 years as a sheriff"

Sheriff Sam Page - RCSO, NC
"A sheriff can and should interpose for his citizens against an overreaching federal, state, or local government."

Sheriff Brad Rogers
“We the People” need to approach the peace officers in our location and let them know that we understand our duty to come to their aid, and let them know that we intend to fulfill that duty.

Along with rights come responsibilities.
Many so-called Peace Officers are in fact not keeping the peace, but are in fact breaching the peace with their unlawful arrests, in support of their revenue generating activities for their boss.

“...the reason for the initial detention, speeding & running a red light are not a breach of the peace.” Perkins v Texas, 812 S.W. 2d 326
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“Speed Signs. The Department shall erect and maintain on the highways and roads of this state appropriate signs that show the maximum lawful speed for commercial vehicles, truck tractors, truck trailers, truck semitrailers, and motor vehicles engaged in the business of transporting passengers for compensation for hire.” Texas Transportation Code § 201.904
“Corporate names must consist of letters of the English alphabet, arabic numerals or a combination thereof.

1. Letters of the English alphabet will be used in the upper case (capital letters) only. No distinction as to type, face, or font is recognized.” R14-1-203. Characters of print acceptable – names, Article 2. CORPORATE NAMES, Title 14, Arizona Administrative Code, [emphasis added]
“(a) Entity names may consist of letters of the Roman alphabet, Arabic numerals, and certain symbols capable of being reproduced on a standard English language typewriter, or combination thereof.

(b) Only upper case or capitol letters, with no distinction as to type face or font, will be recognized.” Texas Administrative Code § 79.31. Corporations - Characters of Print Acceptable in Names, [emphasis added]
“RULE 52. ALLEGING A CORPORATION - An allegation that a corporation is incorporated shall be taken as true, unless denied by the affidavit of the adverse party, his agent or attorney, whether such corporation is a public or private corporation and however created.” Rule 52, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure
"The term "Motor Vehicle" means every description of carriage or other contrivance propelled or drawn by mechanical power and used for commercial purposes on the highways in the transportation of passengers, passengers and property, or property or cargo.

The term "used for commercial purposes" means the carriage of persons or property for any fare, fee, rate, charge or other consideration, or directly or indirectly in connection with any business, or other undertaking intended for profit." 18 USC § 31 [emphasis added]
Contact Information

- My Blog is;  
  http://sovereigntyinternational.wordpress.com
- Website - www.sovereigntyinternational.fyi
- Email - engineerwin@yahoo.com
- Youtube profile – sovereignliving & Sovereignty International
- Facebook - Community Page - Deleted
  - Private Group – Sovereignty International – Being deleted
  - Yahoo Private Group – Administering-Your-Public-Servants
  - Google Private Group – Administering-Your-Public-Servants
- Follow me on twitter @engineerwin
- Follow me on vid.me  
  https://vid.me/SovereigntyInternational
- Follow me on Steemit https://steemit.com/@sovereigntyintl
At common law, as a general rule, an arrest could not be made without warrant for an offense less than felony, except for a breach of the peace. 3 Cyc. 880; State v. Sims. 16 S.C. 486, [emphasis added]

At common law an arrest could not be made of a person charged with a misdemeanor except on warrant of a magistrate, unless it involved a breach of the peace, in which case the offender might be arrested by any person present at its commission. (1 Chitty, Criminal Law, 15; Carpenter v. Mills. 29 How. Pro R. 473).
It must not be forgotten that there can be no arrest without due process of law. An arrest without warrant has never been lawful, except in those cases where the public security requires it; and this has only been recognized in felony, and in breaches of the peace committed in the presence of the officer. *Ex parte Rhodes.* 202 Ala. 68, 79 So. 462, 465; citing, *Sarah Way's Case,* 41 Mich. 304, 1 N.W. 1023 (1879), et al. Also cited and affirmed in *Pinkerton v. Verberg.* 78 Mich. 573, 44 N.W. 579, 583 (1889); *State v. Williams.* 45 Ore. 314, 77 Pac. 965, 969, (1904); *Adair v. Williams.* 24 Ariz. 422, 210 Pac. 853, 856 (1922).
In Alberta, Canada, they have “Peace Officer” written all over the uniforms of all of their Law Enforcement agents which is deceptive, because 99% of what they do has absolutely nothing to do with keeping the peace.

I have been assaulted and kidnapped numerous times by these PIGs.

I have NEVER in my life breached the Peace but these PIGs described herein have constantly assaulted me, kidnapped me, and falsely imprisoned me, and their judicial whore PIGs aid and abet them.
The assaults, kidnapping, and false imprisonment is NOT unique to Canada, but also happens extensively in USA, and it is because of the United Nations UNIDROIT treaty, because it is usually related to travelling in vehicles, which falls under UNIDROIT – See the UNIDROIT video

You see their murders almost every night on television
“Terrorism - noun - 2 A system of government that seeks to rule by intimidation.” Funk and Wagnal’s New Practical Standard Dictionary (1946)

A “penal action” is an action on a penal statute; an action for recovery of penalty given by statute. McNeely v. City of Natchez, 114 So. 484, 487; 148 Miss. 268.

Where an action is founded entirely upon a statute, and the only object of it is to recover a penalty or forfeiture, such action is a “penal action.” Gawthrop v. Fairmont Coal Co., 81 S.E. 560, 561; 74 S.Va. 39.

The words “penal” and “penalty” in their strict and primary sense denote a punishment, whether corporal or pecuniary, imposed and enforced by the state for a crime or offense against its laws. The noun penalty is defined forfeiture or to be forfeited for noncompliance with an agreement. The words forfeit and penalty are substantially synonymous. Missouri, K. & T. Ry. Co. v. Dewey Portland Cement Co., 242 P. 257, 259, 113 Okla. 142.
A “penal action” is one founded entirely on statute and brought with the sole object of recovering a penalty or forfeiture imposed as punishment for specific offense, while “remedial action: is one brought to obtain compensation or indemnity. Smith Engineering Works v. Custer, 151 P2d 404, 407, 194 Okl. 318

A “penal action” is a civil suit brought for the recovery of a statutory forfeiture when inflicted as punishment for an offense against the public. Such actions are “civil actions, “ on the one hand closely related to criminal prosecutions and on the other to actions for private injuries in which the party aggrieved may, by statute, recover punitive damages. State ex rel. McNamee v. Stobie, 92 SW 191, 212, 194 Mo. 14
When acting to enforce a statute and its subsequent amendments to the present date, the judge of the municipal court is acting as an administrative officer and not in a judicial capacity; courts administering or enforcing statutes do not act judicially, but merely ministerially....but merely act as an extension as an agent for the involved agency -- but only in a "ministerial" and not a "discretionary capacity..." Thompson v. Smith, 154 S.E. 579, 583; Keller v. P.E., 261 US 428; F.R.C. v. G.E., 281, U.S. 464 [emphasis added]
"It is the accepted rule, not only in state courts, but, of the federal courts as well, that when a judge is enforcing administrative law they are described as mere 'extensions of the administrative agency for superior reviewing purposes' as a ministerial clerk for an agency..." 30 Cal 596; 167 Cal 762

"...judges who become involved in enforcement of mere statutes (civil or criminal in nature and otherwise), act as mere "clerks" of the involved agency..." K.C. Davis, ADMIN. LAW, Ch. 1 (CTP. West's 1965 Ed.)
A Clerk Masquerading as a Judge is not competent to do anything judicial like issue orders, or warrants

A Clerk Masquerading as a Judge is operating in his private capacity, and has no immunity

"Ministerial officers are incompetent to receive grants of judicial power from the legislature, their acts in attempting to exercise such powers are necessarily nullities" Burns v. Sup., Ct., SF, 140 Cal. 1
“Judge loses his absolute immunity from damage actions only when he acts in clear absence of all jurisdiction or performance of an act which is not judicial in nature.”
Schucker v. Rockwood, 846 F.2d 1202

“When enforcing mere statutes, judges of all courts do not act judicially” and thus are not protected by “qualified” or “limited immunity,” SEE: Owen v. City, 445 U.S. 662; Bothke v. Terry, 713 F2d 1404
“(a) No evidence obtained by an officer or other person in violation of any provisions of the Constitution or laws of the State of Texas, or of the Constitution or laws of the United States of America, shall be admitted in evidence against the accused on the trial of any criminal case.

(b) It is an exception to the provisions of Subsection (a) of this Article that the evidence was obtained by a law enforcement officer acting in objective good faith reliance upon a warrant issued by a neutral magistrate based on probable cause.”

Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, Article 38.23 Evidence Not to Be Used [emphasis added]
Peace Officers v PIGs

- All Police Uniforms, colors, vehicles are designed to be as threatening and intimidating as possible
- “Whoever, under color of any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom, willfully subjects any inhabitant of any State, Territory, Commonwealth, Possession, or District to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States, …….. shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; ………” 18 USC § 242 Violating Rights under Color of Law
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“If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any person in any State, Territory, Commonwealth, Possession, or District in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the United States, or because of his having so exercised the same; ... They shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; ...” 18 USC § 241

Conspiracy to Violate Rights under Color of Law [emphasis added]
PIGs routinely engage in assaults, kidnapping, false imprisonments, and even murders.

PIGs are cowards and operate in packs.

PIGs do everything they can to make sure they get away with their murders, assaults, kidnappings and false imprisonments and their BAAL priest whore buddies in the so-called courts are their accomplices.
It is my opinion, that well over 90% (probably 99% or more) of the people who work as peace officers are honest hard working people who are very patriotic, and take their oaths of office very seriously.

Many of them have not been properly trained.

Many of them are under pressure to generate revenue.

The burden is on us to educate them.
A true Peace Officer is glad that there are people like me doing the things that I do because they know that their rights are disappearing too, and because of their position they cannot say anything.
Advertisement – Other Videos

- Bankster Thieves playlist
- Roman Cult playlist
- Bankrupt Corporate (so-called) Governments
- BAR Members 1 - 3
- D.I.Y. How NOT to Volunteer for the Selective Service and the Draft
- Martial Law is here!
- D.I.Y. No Income Tax
- D.I.Y. Free Mail 1 & 2
- D.I.Y. Kangaroo Courts 1 – 9
- Canada Border PIGs playlist
- BAR Members and their Satanic Connections playlist
ROMAN CULT

This is all coming from the Roman Cult
"My history of the Jesuits is not eloquently written, but it is supported by unquestionable authorities, [and] is very particular and very horrible. Their [the Jesuit Order’s] restoration [in 1814 by Pope Pius VII] is indeed a step toward darkness, cruelty, despotism, [and] death. … I do not like the appearance of the Jesuits. If ever there was a body of men who merited eternal damnation on earth and in hell, it is this Society of [Ignatius de] Loyola."

John Adams (1735-1826; 2nd President of the United States)
"Within twenty years this country is going to rule the world. Kings and Emperors will soon pass away and the democracy of the United States will take their place... When the United States rules the world, the Catholic Church will rule the world... Nothing can stand against the Church. I'd like to see the politician who would try to rule against the Church in Chicago. His reign would be short indeed." -- Roman Catholic Archbishop James E. Quigley (October 15, 1854 - July 10, 1915) Chicago Daily Tribune, May 5, 1903
“Two national governments exist, one to be maintained under the Constitution, with all its restrictions, the other to be maintained by Congress outside and independently of that instrument” Dissenting opinion of Justice Marshall Harlan. Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244 1901.
Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery

- Roman aquila military staff carried in battle by all Roman commands. Planted on all conquered nations.
- Devout Roman catholic, honorary degree from Jesuit Scranton University.
- Roman bundle of rods bound to a weapon symbolizing subservient under the rule of a single man.
- Devout Roman Catholic trained by the Jesuits installed first Jesuit chaplain to the House.
Why do you think Donald Trump’s first international trip includes the Roman Cult on the itinerary?

Why do you think the Pope Inc., looked so angry in his pictures with Donald Trump?
Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery!

Adolfo Nicolás Pachón, 2008 AD
30th Superior General, Society of Jesus
Master and Overseer of “the White Pope,” Benedict XVI
Satan’s Present Ruler of the World
Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery!

"Go ye, then, into all the world and take possession of all lands in the name of the Pope. He who will not accept him as the Vicar of Jesus and his Vice-Regent on earth, let him be accursed and exterminated."

~Jesuit Extreme Oath of Induction
Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery!

The Jesuit Oath
The Counter-Reformation War

I furthermore promise and declare that I will, when opportunity present, make and wage relentless war, secretly or openly, against all heretics, Protestants and Liberals, as I am directed to do, to extirpate and exterminate them from the face of the whole earth; and that I will spare neither age, sex or condition; and that I will hang, waste, boil, flay, strangle and bury alive these infamous heretics, rip up the stomachs and wombs of their women and crush their infants' heads against the walls, in order to annihilate forever their execrable race. That when the same cannot be done openly, I will secretly use the poisoned cup, the strangulating cord, the steel of the poniard or the leaden bullet, regardless of the honor, rank dignity, or authority of the person or persons, whatever may be their condition in life, either public or private, as I at any time may be directed so to do by any agent of the Pope or Superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy Faith, of the Society of Jesus.

http://uncontrolledopposition.com - Find us on Facebook
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Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery!

Ever Wonder Why The World is so Diabolically Evil? Meet the Man That Plans it That Way. The Black Pope Adolfo Nicolas, the Most Powerful Man in the World and Behind the Plan for a New World Order.

1. The Superior General of the Jesuits The Black Pope, Adolfo Nicolas and his 6 generals control the “White Pope” and the Vatican and the entire list below.

2. The Illuminati, Zionists, globalist Elites, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Bilderberg group, Freemasons, Council of 300, the United Nations and the Council of Trent.

3. The Jesuits control the Knights Templar, Knights of Columbus and the Knights of Malta.

4. The CIA, FBI, NSA, ASIO, MI5, MI6, NCIS, FSB, DGSE, Mossad and every intelligence agency in the world are masonic and controlled by the Jesuits.

5. The Jesuits have infiltrated most governments & Leaders including Obama, making them puppets that carry out Jesuit orders.
Star of "Molech", "Baal", "Saturn", "Nimrod". During the ancient Babylonian era these names were worshipped and invoked as one God known as "Lucifer" to which innocent kids were sacrificed, it is still happening to this day and the "Vatican" has passed on this "Deception" Repackaging Christianity in a form of Paganism.
Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery!

Vatican ‘New World Order’
Herman van Rompuy, the President of the European Council stated recently ‘We are all Jesuits’. He was referring to those prominent European leaders with whom he is developing the ‘Roman Catholic’ architecture for the future Europe. ‘It creates unbreakable ties. So there is a ‘Jesuits International’

http://www.djeppink.eu/en/blog/we-are-all-jesuits
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10 Downing Street, London

wherever this Seal is openly displayed the Jesuit Order is in control
Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery!

From 1203 to 1805
50 million Christian died
suffering at the hands of Rome
‘cause they believed in Christ alone
they died through Europe especially Spain
for they saw all but Christ as vain
He who suffered by His death for men
to save them from their awful sin
600 years of martyred saints
that history can not erase
with iron heel and iron hand
the Roman Popes rule the land
Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery!

Isn’t It Interesting That The Pope Calls Fake News A Sin

Yet The Catholic Church Has Been Selling False Saviors And Implicated In Child Pedophilia For Centuries
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The Vatican's Holocaust

The sensational account of the most horrifying religious massacre of the 20th century

By Avro Manhattan – Knight of Malta

Avro Manhattan (1914-1990)

About the Author:

Avro Manhattan was the world's foremost authority on Roman Catholicism in politics. A resident of London, during WW II he operated a radio station called "Radio Freedom" broadcasting to occupied Europe. He was the author of over 20 books including the best-seller The Vatican in World Politics, twice Book-of-the-Month and going through 57 editions.

He was a Great Briton who risked his life daily to expose some of the darkest secrets of the Papacy.

His books were #1 on the Forbidden Index for the past 50 years!!

Ed Note: This issue from 1986 - in 2006 the record is now 70 Years on the forbidden book list.
PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITIONS:

THE VATICAN'S HOLOCAUST is not a misnomer, an accusation, and even less a speculation. It is an historical fact.

Rabid nationalism and religious dogmatism were its two main ingredients.

During the existence of Croatia as an independent Catholic State, over 700,000 men, women and children perished.

Many were executed, tortured, died of starvation, buried alive, or were burned to death.

Hundreds were forced to become Catholic.

Catholic padres ran concentration camps; Catholic priests were officers of the military corps which committed such atrocities. 700,000 in a total population of a few million, proportionally, would be as if one-third of the USA population had been exterminated by a Catholic militia.

What has been gathered in this book will vindicate the veracity of these facts. Dates, names, and places, as well as photos are there to prove them.

They should become known to the American public, not to foster vindictiveness, but to warn them of the danger, which racialism and sectarianism, when allied with religious intolerance can bring to any contemporary nation, whether in Europe or in the New World.

This work should be assessed without prejudice and as a lesson; but even more vital, as a warning for the future of the Americans, beginning with that of the USA.

Avro Manhattan,
1986

Editor's Note

An armed Serbia could have easily prevented this Holocaust.

Thank God for the 2nd Amendment to the Constitution which guarantees the right to bear arms.

Freedom of religion and an armed citizenry go hand in hand and is the only guarantee that this won't happen in the U.S.

Ed Note: It is the Vatican One World Government that doesn't want you to have the right to own arms or to use any means to defend yourself.
Jewish Encyclopedia 1901-1906, Vol. 2, p.497 states...Rothschilds are the guardians of the papal treasure

£100,000; and in 1884 they loaned the Egyptian government £1,000,000.

Meanwhile the Nationalist and Reactionary parties in France desired to counterbalance the “Semitic” influence of the Rothschilds by establishing a banking concern which should be essentially Catholic. Accordingly in 1876 the Union Générale was founded with a capital of 4,000,000 francs, increased to 25,000,000 francs in 1878 under the direction of a certain Bontoux. After various vicissitudes, graphically described by Zola in his novel “L’Argent,” the Union failed, and brought many of the Catholic nobility of France to ruin, leaving the Rothschilds still more absolutely the undisputed leaders of French finance, but leaving also a legacy of hatred which had much influence on the growth of the anti-Semitic movement in France. Something analogous occurred in England when the century-long competition of the Barings and the Rothschilds culminated in the failure of the former in 1893; but in this case the Rothschilds came to the rescue of their rivals and prevented a universal financial catastrophe. It is a somewhat curious sequel to the attempt to set up a Catholic competitor to the Rothschilds that at the present time the latter are the guardians of the papal treasure.

Of recent years the Rothschilds have consistently refused to have anything to do with loans to Russia, owing to the anti-Jewish legislation of that empire, though on one occasion the members of the Paris house joined in a loan to demonstrate their patriotism whose chief customers they have been (Duveen, C. Davis, Spitzter, and Wertheimer).

The services of the Rothschilds in the cause of philanthropy have been equally marked. Special hospitals have been founded by them for all creeds at Jerusalem, Vienna, Paris, and London; the Jews’ Free School of the last-named city is supported almost entirely by Lord Rothschild at an estimated annual cost of £15,000. In London and Paris they have established workmen’s dwellings on a large scale and on an economic and commercial basis; and their private charities are very large. The founder of the house, Mayer Amschel Rothschild, held the curious theory that if a beggar thanked him, the charitable transaction was concluded, whereas if he received no thanks, Heaven owed him some recompense for his charity. Consequently, it was his custom to thrust a coin into the hand of a beggar, and to hurry away before the latter could express his gratitude.

In addition, some of the members of the family have evinced an interest in Jewish literature. Baron James in Paris was the founder of the Société des Études Juives; Baron Wilhelm of Frankfort was a zealous collector of Hebrew incunabula, which are now in the Frankfort town library; and almost all great Jewish literary undertakings have been subventioned by one or other branch of the firm.

Hitherto the pedigree of the Rothschild family has been traced only as far as Amschel, the father of Mayer Amschel Rothschild; but, owing to the recent publication of the tombstone inscriptions of
All mortgages fall under Roman Law

Negotiable Instrument law (all commercial paper) is a subset of Roman Law

When you use commercial paper you are taking yourself out of common law (natural law – Law of Nature) and putting yourself under Roman Law

“At common law only gold and silver were a legal tender. (2 Inst. 577.)” McClarin v. Nesbit, 2 Nott & McC. (11 S.C.L.) 519 (1820)
YOU MUST REALIZE THAT THERE IS NO "GOVERNMENT" HELPING YOU ONLY A CORPORATE CONTROLLED AND BANKSTER FUNDED MAFIA ENSLAVING YOU
WHO’S REALLY TO BLAME?

After all, there are over 7 BILLION of you...and just a handful of us.

Ask yourself:
Who pulls the triggers? Who drops the bombs?
Who pays the taxes? Who ‘borrows’ the loans?
Who buys the myths? Who writes his own?
Who shuns his neighbours? Who looks the other way?
And, who sits around waiting for someone else to fix it all?

Take a close look in the mirror.
You might not like what you see.
The End

I didn’t say it would be easy. I said it would be the truth.

-Morpheus